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Virginia Section
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY

  

          Randolph-Macon College   
              Ashland, Virginia

         Friday, January 13, 2012

RECEPTION:        6:00 p.m.
   (cash bar)              Estes Dining Hall
            Second Floor 

                                  306 Henry Street

  
DINNER AND  6:30 p.m. 
PROGRAM:  Estes Dining Hall

                    Second Floor

 
MENU: Choice of (1) Chicken Piccata or (2) Herb Roasted Pork Loin, or 

(3) Mushroom Strudel (vegetarian).  Vegetable, starch, bread, and beverage
                              included with each entrée.  Please specify your choice of entrée when making

your reservation.  

PRICE:  ACS Members and Guests - $17.00 
 High School Students, College Students, High School Teachers - $9.00
 Retired ACS Members & Guests; Retired Teachers & Guests - $12.00

DINNER  Please make reservations for the Dinner by NOON on Monday, January 9, 

RESERVATIONS:  by calling Ms. Barbara Wirth at (804) 752-7368 or by e-mail to
                                      bwirth@rmc.edu.  NOTE: When you make your reservation, please provide
                                      the name of each guest, along with the choice of entrée for each one.

  
HOST:                   Dr. April Marchetti, amarchet@rmc.edu 

SPEAKER:  Dr. William F. Carroll, Occidental Chemical Corporation

TOPIC:  “Where Everything Comes From:
    Industrial Chemistry 101” 
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 Dr. William F. Carroll

Dr. William F. Carroll, Jr. holds a Ph.D. in Organic Chemistry from
Indiana University, Bloomington, IN.   He is currently Vice
President, Industry Issues for Occidental Chemical Corporation
and also Adjunct Professor of Chemistry at the University of
Indiana.

Bill is a Past President (2005) of the American Chemical Society,
and a current member of its Board of Directors.  He is a Fellow of
the Royal Society of Chemistry and chair or member of a number
of committees for the National Research Council of the National
Academy of Sciences.  He is a member of the advisory board for
the Tulane University School of Science and Engirneering, and the
DePauw University Science Fellows program.  In 2009 he was
chair of the Council of Scientific Society Presidents.

On behalf of OxyChem he has chaired numerous committees for industry associations, and
served on expert groups commissioned by the United Nations Environment Programme, the
US Environmental Protection Agency, and three states--most recently the California Green
Ribbon Science Panel.

Bill has received the Henry Hill Award, sponsored by the ACS Division of Professional
Relations, the Michael Shea Award from the Division of Chemical Technicians, Distinguished
Alumni Awards from both Indiana and DePauw University and the Vinyl Institute’s Roy T.
Gottesman Leadership Award for lifetime achievement.  He is the 2012 recipient of the Harry
and Carol Mosher Award from the ACS Santa Clara Valley Section.

“ Where Everything Comes From: Industrial Chemistry 101”

How does chemistry get from the oil well to the Organic text book?  How do we manufacture
literally trillions of pounds of chemicals each year?  Why do we make more sulfuric acid than
any other chemical?  And more importantly, where do all these pounds go?  This presentation
explores the sources of chemicals and the major processes that transform them into products
that make modern life possible.  Special attention is paid to the 100 largest volume chemicals
manufactured and the taxonomy, ecology and interdependence of chemicals, processes and
industries.  And by the way—it doesn’t all come from the oil well or the organic text book.

   gggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggggg gggggggggggg   

 Happy New Year!
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DIRECTIONS

1.  Take Interstate 95 to Ashland in Central Virginia, 90 miles south of Washington, D.C.; 100 miles
      north of the North Carolina border; 12 miles north of the intersection of Interstates 64 and 95.

2.  Get off I-95 at Exit 92B - Route 54 West (Ashland).

3.  Take Route 54 across Route 1 (your third traffic light).

4.  About ½ mile after crossing Route 1, turn right at the R-MC Welcome Center on to Henry Street
     (across from the Ashland Post Office).  Estes Dining Hall is on the left, just past Fountain Plaza
     and the Frank E. Brown Campus Center.

5.  Enter the Dining Hall via the front door and use the stairs on the left to get to the second floor.
     Handicapped access to the second floor is through the double doors to the elevator on the right.

Parking: Street parking is available near the Estes Dining Hall.  In addition, there is a small visitor
               parking lot just before you get to the Dining Hall.

                                                                                         MAP

  



*** VIRGINIA SECTION NEWS ***
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FUTURE MEETINGS

DATE:               February 17, 2012 DATE:                 March 16, 2012
LOCATION:  Virginia State University LOCATION:       University of Richmond
                                   Petersburg, VA                   Richmond, VA
HOST:  Dr. Colleen Taylor   HOST:               Dr. Lisa Gentile      
PHONE: (804) 524-5481 PHONE:            (804) 484-1578
E-MAIL: cmtaylor@vsu.edu E-MAIL:             lgentile@richmond.edu
SPEAKER: Dr. Kelli Slunt  SPEAKER:       Dr. Robert G. Griffin   

 
TOPIC: “The Chemistry Olympiad” TOPIC:      “High frequency Dynamic

     Nuclear Polarization—
     Why Two Electrons Are

  Better Than One”  
                  (POWELL LECTURESHIP)

DATE:                      April 20, 2012
LOCATION:             University of Virginia

   Charlottesville, VA 
HOST:                      Dr. James Demas
PHONE:                   (434) 924-3343
E-MAIL:                    demas@virginia.edu 
SPEAKER:               Dr. Anne Henriksen
TOPIC:                     “What If I Don’t Want to

Work at a Lab Bench?”
        P    STUDENT POSTER SESSION

 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING

The Executive Committee of the Virginia Section will meet at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday,
January 14.  The meeting will be held in Room 670 of the downtown campus of 
J. Sargeant Reynolds Community College, 700 E. Jackson Street in Richmond.  
A light breakfast will be served beginning at 8:30.  Committee chairs should send Ann
Sullivan (asullivan@reynolds.edu) electronic copies of their reports at least one week
in advance of the meeting so they can be posted on the website prior to the meeting.
Please also bring about 35 copies of your report for distribution at the meeting. If you
will not be present at the meeting and/or will not be able to bring copies, let Karen
Carter know so she can arrange to have copies made. If you will not be submitting a
report, please let her know as soon as possible.

All members of the section are invited to attend the Executive Committee meeting. 
For information regarding the agenda and meeting, contact the Chair of the Virginia
Section, Karen Carter, (804) 521-7369, kcarter@aibiotech.com.

mailto:lgentile@richmond.edu
mailto:asullivan@reynolds.edu
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THE CHAIR’S CORNER

Welcome 2012!  2011 was a busy year for the Virginia Section. We welcomed over 1200
chemists to the 2011 SERMACS meeting at the Richmond Omni in October. The
meeting was a great success due to the overwhelming efforts of our local section
volunteers. The Virginia Section had some great section meetings in 2011 and
attendance was considerable.  Each year we hold a number of events within the
community to encourage and foster chemistry in the community and our schools.  Some
events we are actively involved in include National Chemistry Week, Chemists Celebrate
Earth Day, the Chemistry Olympiad, judging for local and state science fairs, and the
Virginia Academy of Science. I would like to thank all of our fantastic volunteers who
share their time and talents to make this section a great one.  

This year I welcome all local members to participate by attending local section meetings and events
and/or contributing as a volunteer. I encourage those who do attend meetings to invite your colleagues
who may not be members to attend a local section event.   Attendance at local meetings is a good way
to meet other chemists in our community, network, and make friends.   The economy is still in flux and
networking with other local chemists is a great way to find out what’s happening in our community. 
Our section has a prodigious variety of chemists, both industrial and academic, working in varied
fields.  The section meetings and events are additionally a way to talk about chemistry with folks who
are doing different and interesting research.  Participation in the events is also a rewarding way to give
back to our community.

 
Please visit the section’s website at http://virginia.sites.acs.org or check us out on facebook
(Virginia Section of the American Chemical Society) to find out what’s happening in your local section. I
invite you to actively participate in one of our many events throughout the year.  I have personally
found it to be very rewarding to participate in our local section of the ACS!  I have made new friends,
given back to the community, and taught young children the joy of chemistry.  I have learned new and
interesting things being done with chemistry by the great variety of chemists in the area.  An added
bonus has been that I have improved both my networking and professional skills.  

Karen Carter, Section Chair
kcarter@aibiotech.com

REPORT ON THE TEACHER AWARDS MEETING

Over 50 persons attended the annual teacher awards program held at Virginia Union University on
December 2, 2011.  Section Chair Stephanie Mabry presided.  She presented a plaque to Mr. Marvin
T. Curry to recognize the performance of Albemarle High School in the team competition (large
school, both first-year and second-year examinations) of the 2011 Chemistry Olympiad.   Dr. Mabry
then presented the Section’s Distinguished Elementary School Science Teacher Award to 
Ms. Jessica Skeens, a fifth grade teacher at Wenonah Elementary School in Waynesboro.  
Dr. Robin Crowder, Superintendent of Schools for Waynesboro, introduced Ms. Skeens.  Her husband
Jason Skeens and her grandmother Flora Ainsley attended the awards meeting.  Ms. Denise
Oppenhagen, a teacher at Rippon Middle School in Prince William County, received the Distinguished
Middle School Science Teacher Award.  She was introduced by Ms. Cassandra Weathersbee, a
Physical Science teacher at Benton Middle School in Prince William County.

http://virginia.sites.acs.org
mailto:kcarter@aibiotech.com
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Dr. Jerry Bass, Virginia Section Councilor, presented some remarks about Franklin
D. (“Doc”) Kizer.  Frank was a longtime member of the Virginia Section and was
very active in science education in Virginia.  He was Supervisor of Science
Instruction for the Commonwealth of Virginia until his retirement in 1979.  The
Virginia Section recognized his contributions in 1978 with its Distinguished Service
Award to complement the Distinguished Service Award for Teaching High School
Chemistry that he received in 1955.  The Virginia Section has named its high school
chemistry teaching award in his honor.

The Section was graced with the presence of Frank’s widow Helen, his daughter Marion Renne, and
his son-in-law Merlin Renne.  Jim Beck introduced the members of the Kizer family and presented
Helen with a bouquet of flowers from the Section. Helen said that Frank would be very pleased to have
the teaching award named in his honor.

Dr. Mabry presented Ms. Meg Van Liew, chemistry teacher at St. Anne’s-Belfield School in
Charlottesville, recipient of the first Franklin D. Kizer Distinguished High School Chemistry
Teaching Award.  Ms. Van Liew was introduced by Dr. Robert Troy, Chair of the Science Department
at St. Anne’s-Belfield School.  Her father, Dr. Steve Reithmiller, a retired Professor of Chemistry at the
Virginia Military Institute, accompanied Ms. Van Liew. 

Dr. Randy L. Bell, Associate Professor of Science Education in the Curry School of Education at the
University of Virginia, presented an enlightening talk on “Theories, Laws, and Other Dangerous Ideas.” 
Dr. Bell gave each of the three teacher award winners a copy of his book Teaching the Nature of
Science Through Process Skills: Activities for Grades 3-8.  

The evening closed with the distribution of eleven door prizes.  Each of these was a hand-made
crystal ornament from Research Glass.  Mr. John Blivins, founder of Research Glass, was there to
present the ornaments to the lucky winners.  Research Glass, located in Richmond, has been
providing scientific glassblowing services since 1960.  

The Section thanks Dr. Dorothy Eseonu and her colleagues and students at Virginia Union University
for hosting this excellent meeting and Research Glass for the unique ornaments.  Thanks also to
Boehringer Ingelheim Chemicals, Inc. for sponsoring the teacher awards and to Eileen Downey, 
Chair of the Education Awards Committee.

  

    Stephanie Mabry, Denise Oppenhagen,                        Meg Van Liew, Helen Kizer, 
                  Jessica Skeens, and Meg Van Liew                     and Stephanie Mabry
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Chemistry at Randolph-Macon College

 The chemistry program at Randolph-Macon is designed to
prepare a student for graduate school, medical school,
dental or veterinary school, or a career in industry,
government, or academics, but it is first and foremost a
degree in the liberal arts.  Therefore, a chemistry major will
complete a core of arts, humanities, and social science

courses as well as an ACS-approved major curriculum. The chemistry curriculum includes all the core
courses in chemistry (general, organic, physical, inorganic, analytical, biochemistry), plus many
interesting electives such as Chemistry of Wine Making, Medicinal Chemistry,  and Chemistry &
Crime.  Students may select from a variety of emphases: Research (ACS degree), Biochemistry,
Forensic, General, or Chemical Education. 

The hallmark of the R-MC Chemistry program is a dedication to the individual student.  This means
one-on-one student-faculty research projects.  The College’s Summer Undergraduate Research
Fellowship (SURF) program (which was begun in the chemistry department in 1997) brings 5-7
chemistry student participants each summer. Their work has resulted in publications in peer-reviewed
journals, as well as presentations at national and international meetings.

The proximity of Ashland to Richmond and to Washington, DC enables students
to carry out internships at state or federal laboratories, as well as at the research
laboratories of industrial corporations, and makes it convenient for faculty to
schedule trips to such facilities.  Chemistry majors at Randolph-Macon are
encouraged to work as student assistants in the chemistry laboratory program. 
By doing so, they gain valuable teaching experience and consolidate their
knowledge of laboratory procedures.   

The chemistry department is housed in Copley Science Center, a three-story building which also
houses the departments of biology, computer science, mathematics, psychology, and physics.  Our 
students have access to all of the scientific instrumentation in the department: 500 and 400 MHz FT
NMR, AA, GC/MS, HPLC, GPC, DSC, TGA, and two FT-IR instruments, one equipped with a
microscope. In addition, we have a state-of-the art polymer characterization facility.  Each faculty
member is assigned a research laboratory, and the department houses a small chemistry library. 
Additional chemistry monographs, textbooks, and periodicals are located in the McGraw-Page Library
on campus.

Faculty include Dr. Nora Green, Dr. April D. Marchetti, Dr. Rebecca Michelsen, Dr. Serge Schreiner
(department chair), and Dr. John Thoburn.  For more information please visit www.rmc.edu.

WORDS OF WISDOM FOR FEBRUARY:

         “The ONLY TIME THAT YOU RUN OUT OF

         CHANCES IS WHEN YOU STOP TAKING THEM”
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SERMACS 2011

In October, the Virginia Section hosted a very
successful Southeastern Regional ACS meeting. 
The event was held October 26-29 at the Omni Hotel
in Richmond.  Dr. Joseph M. Pompano was the
general chair for the meeting and Dr. Ann Sullivan
and Dr. Fred Hawkridge were co-chairs for the
program. Other key contributors included Dr. Will H.
Lewis, Treasurer; Mr. Mark Mabry, Exposition Chair; 
Dr. Kristine Smetana, High School Teacher Program
Chair; Dr. Colleen Taylor, Undergraduate Program
Chair; Dr. Stephanie Mabry, WCC Chair; Ms. Brandi
Quinlin, Public Relations Chair; Dr. Dorothy Eseonu,
Awards Chair, and Dr. Ken Chapman, Registration
Chair.  Ms. Michelle Stevenson from the ACS staff
served as the ACS meeting planner.  Dr. Roy Taylor

was an Exposition adviser, Dr. Tom Devore coordinated the poster sessions, Mr. Mark Davis prepared
the program book, Dr. Pat Barber coordinated the Career Fair, and Ms. Natalie Herring served as the
SERMACS Webmaster.  The  sponsorship and fundraising committee included Dr. Jerry Bass, 
Dr. Rob Davidson, and Dr. William Welstead.  Many other members of the Virginia Section and a large
number of students from several colleges and universities contributed to the successful effort.  More
than1200 persons registered for SERMACS 2011.  We are pleased to provide additional information
about some of the SERMACS activities.

A MESSAGE FROM THE GENERAL CHAIR   

The 2011 Southeastern Regional Meeting of the ACS was held October 26-29
at the Omni Richmond Hotel in Richmond, Virginia.  This was the 63rd

SERMACS.  This was a notable event for the Virginia Section.  The last time
SERMACS was held in Richmond was 1991, when the meeting was held at the
Marriott Hotel.

At SERMACS 2011, almost 1250 participants attended oral and poster technical
sessions that focused on topics from across the chemistry disciplines.  

A number of special events were held, including a plenary address by Dr. Manfred Psiorz, the CEO of
Boehringer Ingelheim Chemicals, Inc.; a Career Fair; an Undergraduate Program and Graduate
School Fair; a Women’s Chemist luncheon; a fabulous Vendor Exposition; a High School Teacher
Workshop; an Ice Cream Social with ACS Governance; and the Regional Awards Ceremony and
International Year of Chemistry Celebration, held at the Science Museum of Virginia, a sold-out event
that featured a presentation by Professor M. Samy El-Shall of VCU. 

Finally, on a personal note, I am thankful for the tireless efforts of  Michelle Stevenson, the ACS
Regional Meeting Planner, who helped us through every step of the journey, as well as to Dr. Fred
Hawkridge and Dr. Ann Sullivan, our Program Co-chairs who were totally responsible for the great
quality of SERMACS 2011, and to all the SERMACS 2011 Organizing Committee members who
dedicated their time to our meeting.  These VOLUNTEERS gave countless hours to make SERMACS
the success that it was, and none of this would have been possible without their efforts. 
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 We began working on this meeting in 2007 when we started soliciting hotel bids.  If you run into one of
the Committee members, please take a moment to thank them for their great efforts to put together
this meeting for you.  Finally, the staff at The Omni Richmond Hotel, including Michele Moker, are to
be commended for their hospitality and for providing an excellent venue for this meeting.

                                                             ....Joseph Pompano
                                                                 General Chair, SERMACS 2011

THE SERMACS CHEMICAL EXPOSITION 

SERMACS 2011 hosted a successful Vendor Exhibition, with over 30
exhibitors presenting on Wednesday evening, all day on Thursday, and
Friday morning.  The Omni provided tasty refreshments for the opening
reception on Wednesday night, and an excellent selection of Poster
Presentations kept the conferee traffic moving.  Attendance at the
Exhibition was steady throughout the conference and it generated many
positive comments from vendors such as this note from Bob Lockerman,
North American Sales Manager of CEM Corporation:
  
"Thank You for your time organizing the SERMACS show in Richmond.   I have attended this show as a vendor
for the last 6 to 7 years and have never experienced the level of trade show activity that was generated at this
show.  You really got some great participation from the smaller universities in VA and NC and that is a group
that is difficult for us to get in front of.  Again thanks for your efforts and we look forward to a return trip to
Richmond sometime in the future.  In the meantime we look forward to seeing you in Raleigh, Atlanta and
Nashville.”

The exhibits committee appreciates the many Exhibitors who participated in the Show–thanks for your
involvement!  

ACS Web Strategy GE Healthcare SERMACS 2012/2013
Agilent H E L Shimadzu
Alfa Aesar Hanna Instruments Synthonix
Anasazi Instruments John Wiley & Sons TA Instruments
Arcet Specialty Gases Lab Safety Supply Thermo Scientific 
BD Diagnostics MeasureNet Technology Thermo Scientific – Ahura Brand
Biolin Scientific Metrohm USA Vernier Software & Technology
Bruker Daltonics Parr Instrument Company Waters
CEM Corporation Pfizer Wilmad LabGlass
CRC Press – D. Shillady Pine Research Instrumentation
Dionex Rigaku

We also appreciate the guidance we received from
Michelle Stevenson, ACS National Regional
Meetings Committee and also from Exhibits Inc,
our local vendor service company who provided
display equipment and took responsibility for
shipping the vendor’s equipment. 
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Several door prizes were raffled during the exhibition and we’d especially
like to thank the vendors who donated prizes.  Congratulations go out to
VCU graduate student Serial Almahoudi for winning the Grand Prize iPad2
raffle, as well as the other raffle participants!  Special thanks go out to Arcet
Specialty Gas Division, BD Diagnostics, Don Shillady–CRC Press, Dionex,
John Wiley & Sons, Kelly Scientific Resources, Lab Safety Supply,
MeasureNet Technology, Metrohm USA, People Solutions, Vernier Software
& Technology, and Waters for donating raffle prizes.

Thank you also to Trey Gregory of BI Chemicals, who helped with the Exhibition as well as to Annie
Chu of Dominion Digital Inc. and Nan Stewart of Kelly Scientific Resources who helped organize and
distribute the raffle prizes.

                                                             ....Mark Mabry
                                                                 Expositions Chair, SERMACS 2011

THE SERMACS UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM

The undergraduate program at the Southeastern Regional Meeting
of the American Chemical Society was held from the evening of
October 26 through the morning of October 29, 2011, at the Omni in
Richmond. There were over 1200 total attendees with about 350
undergraduates among them.  The undergraduate program schedule
included four undergraduate poster sessions, one oral
undergraduate symposium, several career workshops, a graduate
fair with 22 graduate schools, a karaoke contest, and an awards
breakfast. In addition, undergraduate students took part in a focus
group meeting regarding the In Chemistry magazine. Most events

were filled to or beyond capacity, and interest was captured through the forensics scavenger hunt
complete with YouTube video, courtesy of students from the University of Richmond, and by the
awards meeting speaker Marilyn Miller from the AAFS-accredited Masters Program in Forensic
Science  at Virginia Commonwealth University. 

The Undergraduate Organizing Committee included: Dr. Colleen Taylor from Virginia State University
(VSU)  with VSU students Ajibola Baiyewo, Sheanell O. Burton, Stephanie Ellis, Paige Scott, Dayvid
Johnson, Pauline Allen, Jasmine Burch and Jendai Robinson; Dr. Christopher Gulgas from Longwood
University with student Rachel Enga;  Drs. Will Case and Robert Miller from the University of
Richmond, with students Alex Hahn, Meredith Trubitt, and David Fanelli; and Ibrahim Ahmad from
Virginia Commonwealth University.  

Over 85 student volunteers participated with student groups from Virginia
State University, Longwood University, the University of Richmond,
Virginia Commonwealth University, William and Mary (Kristin L. Wustholz
advisor), James Madison University (Gina McDonald advisor), the
University of Mary Washington (Janet A. Asper advisor), John Tyler
Community College (Kristine Smetana advisor), and J. Sargeant
Reynolds Community College (Ann Sullivan advisor). Volunteer activities
ranged from stuffing 1200 bags with programs and small gifts to
assisting with the career fair, poster sessions, social activities, and
registration desks.
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Nancy Bakowski, the manager of the Undergraduate Program at the ACS, assisted the VSU students
with the Undergraduate Program proposal which was funded. The funding was used to purchase
prizes, decorations, entertainment bags, and bag stuffers. Virginia Commonwealth University,
Longwood University, and Virginia State University donated small items for the registration bags.  The
VSU-NSF HBCU-Up program generously donated the 250 printed undergraduate program booklets. 

                                        ....Colleen Taylor
                                                             Undergraduate Program Chair, SERMACS 2011

 THE SERMACS HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER PROGRAM
              

The high school teacher program was coordinated by Kristine Smetana of John Tyler Community
College and was a great success!  From the diverse lectures to the keynote speaker, 40 teachers
enjoyed learning about “greening” their chemistry classrooms.  The morning started with  Eric Rhodes,
Science Specialist with the Virginia Department of Energy, speaking about new changes in the
chemistry SOL’s.   A workshop on green chemistry in the high school classroom was run by Kate
Anderson.  Joe Crockett, the Virginia Section’s safety officer, discussed chemical safety and changes
in the high school laboratory.  Laura Slocum from the Journal of Chemical Education presented some
wonderful activities and demonstrations, and showed teachers the benefits of using J. Chem. Ed.
resources to supplement their teaching. Brian Moores presented some very cool demonstrations and
gave several door prizes to teachers.  Other door prizes were donated by Flinn Scientific, Colonial
Scientific, and Ann Sullivan. Teachers who registered for the program also left with a Merck Index. 
The keynote speaker, Dr. Charles Grisham from the University of Virginia, presented an interesting
talk on “Bizarre Biochemistry” and gave teachers a list of references to some exciting biochemistry as
well as some fascinating stories for teachers to take back to their students!  Susan Smith from
Westminster Schools in Augusta, Georgia received the Regional Excellence in High School Teaching
Award.  

                  ....Kristine Smetana
    High School Teacher Program Chair, SERMACS 2011

THE SERMACS WCC PROGRAM

The Women Chemists Committee of the Virginia Section hosted a networking luncheon on Friday
October 28, 2011 during SERMACS 2011.  Over 70 persons attended this event, held in the Magnolia
room at the Omni.  After a delicious lunch, the group was treated to an inspiring talk by Catherine
“Katie” Hunt, My Career….Your Options:  Lessons in Life, Love and Leadership!   Dr. Hunt is a past
president of the ACS and currently serves as R&D Director of Innovation Sourcing & Sustainable
Technologies at The Dow Chemical Company.  The event included audience participation as well, with
the group practicing their “elevator speeches,” and a humorous story by Kathleen Schultz, a member
of the  ACS Board of Directors, on her early experience interviewing as a woman chemist.  Thanks to
all the members of the WCC who helped with this event including Sheryl Baldwin, Dorothy Eseonu,
Helene Haczynski, Emma Goldman, Ann Sullivan, Kristine Smetana, Colleen Taylor, and Denise
Walters.                   

                                                             ....Stephanie Mabry

                                                                 WCC Chair, SERMACS 2011
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WCC luncheon participants:

(left to right) Marinda Wu, Ann
Sullivan, Katie Hunt, Stephanie Mabry,
Sheryl Baldwin, Kristine Smetana,
Denise Walters, Emma Goldman,
Dorothy Eseonu 

THE SERMACS CAREER FAIR

The Career Fair at SERMACS2011 provided services to ACS members
attending the regional meeting.  Five career workshops offered
information to help in modern career searches.  These included the three
ACS career workshops—"Planning a Job Search","Preparing a Résumé",
and "Effective Interviewing".  These three, ninety- minute workshops
were presented on Thursday morning by Volunteer Career Consultants
Lisa Balbes, John Engelman, and Mary Moore.  The workshops were
well attended and received.  Each one had been set up for forty
participants, but additional chairs had to be brought in to accommodate
the overflow.  On Wednesday afternoon a new workshop on "The Mid-Career Chemist" was presented
by the same three ACS Consultants.  Since ACS is concerned about providing career services for

chemists throughout their careers, the material presented in this
workshop is being considered for a new ACS workshop.  The final
career workshop, "Navigating a Career Transition–The Financial
Impact of Employment Change," was presented by Susan Bennett,
CFA, from Morgan Stanley Smith Barney.  Also on Thursday afternoon
the three ACS Volunteer Career Consultants met individually with
about fifty attendees to review their résumés and advise them on
improving their interview skills.  This activity had such a demand that a
fourth Volunteer Career Consultant, Bill Suits, stepped in and provided
help at a fourth table.  Fifty attendees had pre-registered for this

activity.  Finally, on Thursday afternoon the Career Fair ended with a very loud, enthusiastic "Speed
Interviewing" activity in which over thirty attendees had a series of five-minute interviews with more
than thirty volunteer "employers".  These career programs were evaluated highly by the participants.

On both Thursday and Friday of the meeting the Career Fair desk was
open for interviews with employers.  More than sixty-two attendees
registered for this activity, and many had interviews.  During both days this
Career Fair desk was manned by student volunteers, some of whom also
took advantage of the opportunity to have their own impromptu interviews. 
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The Career Fair at SERMACS 2011 would not have been possible without the planning and
preparatory work of the subcommittee members Drs. Karen Carter and Colleen Taylor.  Dr. Maurice
Maxwell also volunteered to help out during the actual event.  The Virginia Section received an
Innovative Project Grant from ACS to support participation by two of the three ACS Volunteer Career
Consultants.  ACS paid the expenses of one of the three consultants.  People Solutions, Inc.  provided
financial support for refreshments at one of the career fair receptions.  The success of the Career Fair
at SERMACS 2011 as well as the many lessons learned while preparing it are being used to encourage
other ACS regional meetings to include a full range of career services. 

       ...Patrick Barber

                                                               Career Fair Coordinator, SERMACS 2011

POSTER SESSIONS AT SERMACS   

There were 348 posters presented in 12 sessions covering
12 different areas of active research in the SERMACS
region.  This includes the 141 undergraduate posters that
were presented during the four poster sessions that were
part of the undergraduate symposium.  Each session was
2 hours long, and most had between 30 and 36 posters,
the maximum  dictated by the number of boards and the
available space.  Holding the posters in the same space as
the vendor show was very successful, in that those who
came to see the posters talked with the vendors and those who came to see a
vendor also stayed to look at the posters.  I did not count the people visiting
each session,  but the room seemed crowded for most sessions suggesting
there many have been over 100 people in the room for the larger sessions. I am

extremely grateful to the undergraduate volunteers (and some others on the committee) who efficiently
changed the numbers and kept things running smoothly with minimal supervision, in spite having the
hardest boards known to man.   All in all,  I thought the poster sessions were a great success.

                                        ....Thomas Devore

                                                                 Poster Sessions Coordinator, SERMACS 2011

COMMENTS FROM THE ACS PRESIDENT ELECT

Dr. Marinda Li Wu is a member of the Board of Directors of the American
Chemical Society and recently was elected President of the ACS for 2012.  She
attended SERMACS 2011 and participated in numerous activities, including the
Career Fair.  Here are some of her comments from an email that she sent to
members of the SERMACS team.

I wanted to send you and the entire SERMACS 2011 Organizing Committee my hearty
congratulations and THANKS for a wonderful and successful SERMACS this past week.
I very much enjoyed the various programs, events, talks, and especially meeting the
enthusiastic students and faculty at the poster sessions. The awards dinner at the Science
Museum was a special treat, and the successful career fair and speed networking session I
attended should be a good model for future regional ACS meetings.
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I know Joe Pompano and his great team started working on 2011 SERMACS almost four years ago so I hope they
all get some well deserved rest. It certainly takes a lot of effort from lots of dedicated volunteers for such a successful
regional meeting.

Congrats and many thanks again for a very successful SERMACS!

        ....Marinda Wu, Ph.D.

                                                                 Board of Directors, American Chemical Society

VIRGINIA SECTION OFFICERS FOR 2012
                                                  

     CHAIR: Dr. Karen Carter (804) 521-7369

AIBiotech kcarter@aibiotech.com

601 Biotech Drive

Richmond, VA 23235

 

     CHAIR-ELECT: Dr. Joseph Crockett (540) 828-5431

Bridgewater College jcrocket@bridgewater.edu

Bridgewater, VA 22812

    

     VICE CHAIR: Dr. Scott Gronert (804) 828-1298

Department of Chemistry sgronert@vcu.edu

Virginia Commonwealth University

Richmond, VA 23284

    SECRETARY: Dr. Rob Davidson (804) 788-6327
Afton Chemical Corporation rob.davidson@aftonchemical.com

500 Spring Street

Richmond, VA 23219-3430

             
     TREASURER:  Dr. Stephanie Mabry (804) 639-6991

Afton Chemical Corporation stephanie.mabry@aftonchemical.com

                                    500 Spring Street 

Richmond, VA 23219

The term for each of the officers listed above is one year.  Dr.  R. Gerald Bass was re-elected for
another three-year term as a Councilor; Dr. Sheryl Baldwin was elected to another three-year term as
Alternate Councilor; and  Dr. James N. Demas was re-elected as Trustee for another three-year term. 
The new officers began their terms on January 1, 2012.   Dr. Yezdi Pithawalla served as chair of the
Nominating Committee for the Virginia Section.  Dr. Stephanie Mabry will chair the Nominating
Committee for 2013 officers.  Suggestion for nominees can be communicated to her at (804) 639-6991;
stephanie.mabry@aftonchemical.com.

mailto:stephanie.mabry@aftonchemical.com
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SEMINARS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
January 20 - Professor Gary Gerfen, Albert Einstein College of Medicine

January 27 - Professor Paul Chirik, Princeton University

February 3 - Professor Robert David, University of Virginia

March 2 - Professor Sam Cho, Wake Forest University

March 23 - Sir David A. King, Oxford University

March 30 - Professor Jon Clardy, Harvard University   (Jefferson Lecture) 

Chemistry colloquia are held at 4:00 p.m. in Room 304 of the Chemistry Building.  
The complete colloquium schedule is on-line at http://chem.virginia.edu/events-seminars/.

QUESTIONS FROM THE PAST

This question was asked in the December Bulletin:  The Honorary Chairperson for SERMACS-91 was from the
R&D Department of a company that contributed significantly to the funding for the meeting.  Who was that
person? Dr. Kenneth S. Houghton was Honorary Chairperson for SERMACS-91.  He held various positions with
Philip Morris, USA, including Senior Vice President of Research & Development.  The R&D Department at Philip
Morris USA was the official sponsor of the 43  Southeast Regional Meeting of the ACS.   rd

A new question:  The Virginia Section has been presenting an award to an outstanding high school chemistry
teacher since 1948.  In 1958, a member of the Virginia Section contributed $500 to the Section and suggested
that the interest from this sum be used for a cash award to the high school teaching award winner.  Who was
the contributor and to whom was the first monetary award made?

CAN YOU IDENTIFY THIS PERSON?

The photograph is from about 1998.  He was one of two general chairs for the 1991
SERMACS meeting that was hosted by the Virginia Section and held in Richmond.  At
that time he was the Director of Applied Research for Philip Morris, USA.  He served as
Chair of the Virginia Section in 1981 and received the Section’s Distinguished Service
Award in 1985.  A native of Pennsylvania, he holds a B.S. degree from St. Vincent
College in Latrobe, Pennsylvania and an M.S. in Chemistry from the University of
Richmond.      

The person shown in the December Bulletin was Dr. Joseph Crockett, who
was Chair of the Virginia Section in 1991.  Joe is now the Chair-Elect of        

                                    the Section.   

JEFFREY SEEMAN HONORED

Dr. Jeffrey Seeman, a visiting senior research scholar at the University of Richmond, has been
inducted into the American Chemical Society Fellows Program.  The Fellows Program recognizes
members of the ACS for outstanding achievements in and contributions to science, the profession, and
the Society.  Fellows come from academia, industry, and government.  In 2007, Dr. Seeman received
the Distinguished Service Award from the Virginia Section. 
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